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Unitary model for meson-nucleon scattering
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We extract nucleon resonance parameters from an effective Lagrangian model employing theK-matrix
approximation. To this end we analyze simultaneously all available data for reactions involving the final states
pN, ppN, hN, and KL in the energy rangemN1mp<As<1.9 GeV. The background contributions are
generated consistently from the relevant Feynman amplitudes, which significantly reduces the number of free
parameters. The sensitivity of the parameters upon thepN–partial-wave analysis and the details of the
Lagrangians and form factors used are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A large number of models has been used in the pas
obtain information about the excitation spectrum of t
nucleon. The main problem faced is the multitude of op
channels. A proper treatment of all of these channels requ
both theoretical and numerical efforts. Furthermore, a la
number ofa priori unknown couplings is introduced. Thes
can only be determined with some confidence if all availa
data are used. Ideally, all these data are decomposed
partial waves. Unfortunately, this has only been done so
for some reaction channels, namely,pN→pN, pN→ppN,
andgN→pN. For the other possible channels there are o
total and differential cross section and polarization d
available.

A large group of models uses only hadronic data to
tract resonance parameters@1–4# since meson photoproduc
tion only allows for the determination of the product of th
hadronic and electromagnetic couplings@5#. All these mod-
els employ interaction potentials constructed to fulfill unita
ity and analyticity. The main difference between these m
els is the treatment of the reaction channels. In@4# all
inelastic channels are summed up in a ‘‘generic’’pD chan-
nel, whereas in@3# both pN→pN andpN→ppN data are
fitted. In other studies@6,7# the pN→hN data are also use
and the ppN decays of the resonances are included
means of an effectivez meson. It is clear that higher-lying
resonances might also have other decay channels likeKL
and KS @8#. The corresponding couplings have so far n
been extracted from a multichannel calculation.

TheS11(1535) resonance has long been of special inte
because of its largehN branching ratio. This value of abou
50% is not well understood in models of the nucleon a
resonances@9–11#.1 Recently, a description of theS11(1535)

*Electronic address: Thomas.Feuster@theo.physik.uni-giesse
1Capstick and Roberts@9# are able to reproduce thepN andhN

branching ratios but overestimate the partial decay widths by m
than 50%. Glozman and Riska@10# explain thehN branching ratio
of the S11(1535) by the flavor-spin symmetry of the quark wa
functions, whereas Bijkeret al. @11# suggest that the largehN
width of theS11(1535) ‘‘is not due to a conventionalq3 state.’’
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as a quasiboundKS state has been put forward@12#. An
accurate extraction of theS11(1535) parameters would there
fore constrain models of the structure of the nucleon. Unf
tunately, the values for the mass and decay widths (mR

5 1.526–1.553 GeV,Gp520–84 MeV,Gh554–91 MeV!
found in different works vary strongly. As we will see, this
mainly due to the poorpN→hN data.

To improve this situation, information from photoprodu
tion experiments might be used. As a result of the rescat
ing, these data cannot be analyzed independently, but a c
bined model for the hadronic and electromagnetic chann
is needed. First attempts have been made in theD region of
pion photoproduction@13,14#. There unitarity was guaran
teed by using theK-matrix approximation. For higher ener
gies mainly effective Lagrangian models@5,15# have been
used to extract information on the hadronic and electrom
netic couplings. While these models have been rather s
cessful, no attempt has been made so far to describe
hadronic final state interaction for all possible channels us
the same Lagrangiansas for the photoproduction reactions

As a first step in this direction we have developed a mo
for both meson-nucleon and photon-nucleon reactions, s
ing from effective Lagrangians which is unitary and includ
a large number of reaction channels. In this paper we pre
the results for the resonance masses and widths as extr
from fits to the available hadronic data. By using a speed p
technique described by Ho¨hler @16# we estimate the poles
and residues of the resonances. In doing so we bypa
direct calculation of theT matrix in the complex energy
plane, since the technical effort needed for an analytic c
tinuation of all Feyman amplitudes is beyond the scope
this paper. Since our main interest is the determination of
hadronic couplings of the known resonances, we furtherm
do not search for additional states as was done, e.g., by M
ley and Saleski@3#.

This paper is organized as follows: First the reactions
cluded and the available data are listed. Then we give
overview of the model used. This overview consists o
short discussion of theK-matrix approximation and the
Lagrangians. We show the results of our fits in comparis
to the experimental data and compare the extracted value
the masses and partial widths to other works.
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II. REACTION CHANNELS AND DATABASE

The reaction channels in the energy range up toAs 5 1.9
GeV, to which we restrict ourselves in this paper, arepN
→pN, pN→ppN, pN→hN, pN→KL, and pN→KS.
In order to keep our model as simple as possible, yet at
same time use a maximum amount of information, we ad
the following strategy.

~i! pN→pN: Two widely used partial wave analyse
~PWA! are available for this reaction. One is the older ana
sis by Höhler et al. @2#; the other is the latest version from
the VPI group~SM95 @4#!. Recently~cited in @6#!, Höhler
~KA84 @2#! has suggested to use the solution SM95 in theS11
channel below thehN threshold in order to account for ne
experimental data. We will present fits using both the KA
and the SM95 PWA. This allows us to check the depende
of the parameters on the analysis used. Unfortunately,
error bars have been given for the solution KA84. Sin
knowledge of the uncertainties is essential for all fitting p
cedures, errors have to be assigned to these data by h
This assignment involves a certain arbitrariness. For
ample, Batinic´ et al.have chosen an error that grows linea
with energy from some minimal value@6#. In the present
work we use a different prescription:

DTa~Wi ![max„0.03Ta~Wi !,0.015…, ~1!

so that each data pointi at an energyWi in a partial waveTa
carries an error of at minimum 3%. The main assumpt
behind this choice is that the errors are of the order of th
of the SM95 data. Only then is a comparison of the result
x2 values meaningful. A change in the exact numbers in
~1! does not have a sizable influence on the final parame
it merely sets the scale for thex2 values of the fits.

~ii ! pN→ppN: Manley and Saleski@3# performed a de-
composition of the available data with respect to vario
intermediate states likepD, pP11(1440), andrN. In order
to keep the model as simple as possible we do not trea
these states explicitly, but follow a more phenomenologi
approach@6,7#: the ppN decay is parametrized by the co
pling to a scalar, isovectorz meson with massmz52mp .
We have chosen isovector instead of isoscalar~as in @7#!, to
also allow for the decays ofI 5 3

2 resonances intoppN. To
determine the couplings from the results of Manley a
Saleski we use their totalpN→ppN cross sections for the
different partial waves.

~iii ! p2p→hn: Measurements of the total and differe
tial cross sections have been performed by several gro
over a wide energy range. Unfortunately, some of these m
surements do not agree very well with the others. Bati´
et al. @6# have proposed a scheme to incorporate these
crepancies by enlarging the error for some of the data po
This scheme has also been used here. As will be seen
large uncertainties in the data for this channel do not al
for a reliable determination of theS11(1535) parameters an
the hN-scattering length.

~iv! p2p→K0L,KS: These channels are of minor impo
tance. Only theKL gives a significant contribution to th
inelastic cross section around 1.7 GeV. Therefore, we o
include this reaction in our work. The observables used
the total and differential cross sections andL polarizations.
Because of the large errors, the latter play only a minor r
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and are included for completeness only. A detailed desc
tion of all channels containing strange particles in the fi
state is not possible, since there is a coupling to the hype
spectrum throughu-channel contributions in this case. A de
termination of the parameters of hyperon resonances
clearly beyond the scope of this work because it would
quire the inclusion of further reactions likeKN→KN.

We also neglect channels that lead to final states cont
ing more than two pions~e.g.,pN→vN→pppN). In their
analysis Manley and Saleski found missing inelasticity o
for some resonances. To account for this, they introdu
effective vN and rD channels that lead to three-pion fin
states. Therefore, the partial widths extracted there can
be viewed as upper bounds for these additional decay c
nels. In our case only theP13(1720) is affected by this. As
will be discussed in Secs. V B and VI B, we do not tre
these additional channels explicitly, but fit the parameters
this resonance without theppN data.

III. K-MATRIX APPROXIMATION

To solve the coupled Bethe-Salpeter equations enco
tered in meson-nucleon scattering a number of models
been proposed. For completeness we give a short summ
of the most important ones. For a more detailed discuss
the reader is referred to the literature.

~1! In the widely used ansatz of Cutkoskyet al. ~the so-
called Carnegie-Mellon Berkeley or CMB ansatz, also us
by Batinić et al.! @1,6# the T matrix in a given channel is
assumed to be a sum over the contributions from a numbe
intermediate particles. The couplingf (s) of the asymptotic
states to these particles determines the imaginary part o
phase factorF(s):

Tab5(
i , j

N

f a~s!AragaiGi j ~s!g jbArbf b~s!,

Im Fa~s!5@ f a~s!#2ra , ~2!

with ra5qa /As. The real part ofFa(s) is then calculated
from a dispersion relation, thus ensuring analyticity. W
this phase factor the self-energyS(s) and the dressed propa
gatorG(s) are taken to be

Skl~s!5(
a

gkaFa~s!gal ,

Gi j ~s!5Gi j
0 ~s!1(

k,l

N

Gik
0 ~s!Skl~s!Gl j ~s!. ~3!

gab denote the free coupling parameters that are fitted to
data. Besides the known resonance contributions toTab the
background is included via additional terms with poles b
low the pN threshold. The number of background para
eters is therefore proportional to the number of orthogo
channels included in the calculation.

One advantage of this formalism is that it is easy to d
termine the complex poles of theT matrix since the potentia
is separable and depends only ons. As inelastic channels
hN, rN, pD, pP11(1440), eN, vN, and rD have been
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taken into account. Furthermore, information on thehN
threshold production amplitude was used in the fits.

~2! Manley and Saleski@3# start from anS matrix which is
written as a product of background and resonant terms:

S5SR
TSBSR ,

SB5
11 iK B

12 iK B
, SR5)

k

N

Sk
1/2. ~4!

Sk
1/2 stands for the contribution of thekth resonance and i

related to theT matrix by

Sk
1/2511@ i 2xk1~11xk

2!1/2#Tk , Sk5112iTk , ~5!

which in turn is assumed to have a Breit-Wigner form. T
n-channel backgroundKB is parametrized in terms ofn in-
dependent linear functions ofAs. The inelastic channels in
cluded are the same as in the model of Cutkoskyet al.

~3! TheK-matrix approximation amounts to settingK5V
instead of the full Bethe-Salpeter equation@7,17#

K5V1V Re~GBS!K,

T5K2 iK Im~GBS!T. ~6!

This corresponds to a special choice for the Bethe-Salp
propagatorGBS (kN andkm are the nucleon and meson fou
momentum, respectively!,

GBS522i ~2p!2mNd~kN
2 2mN

2 !d~km
2 2mm

2 !

3u~kN
0 !u~km

0 !~k”N1mN! ~7!

and leads to a rather simple equation forT:

T5
V

12 iV
. ~8!

Besides Hermiticity no further constraints on the potentiaV
are needed. This simple form makes theK-matrix approxi-
mation most suitable for numerical computation.

As stated in the Introduction, we want to construct t
interaction potentialV starting from effective Lagrangian
that describe the couplings between all involved partic
The main advantage of this ansatz is that the backgro
contributions are calculated from the same Feynman
grams as the resonant amplitudes. This reduces the nu
of parameters drastically, since it is now only proportional
the number of diagrams contributing to the background. I
also straightforward to incorporate various aspects like ch
symmetry by choosing the properpN Lagrangian.

The main drawback of this approach is that the spe
choice forGBS used in Eq.~8! violates analyticity. Because
of the complicated functional form ofV in the effective La-
grangian ansatz, it is not an easy task to restore analyticit
the use of dispersion relation integrals~as is done in the
CMB ansatz!. Since this paper is meant to serve as a ba
for further investigations using effective Lagrangians, we
not attempt to go beyond theK-matrix approximation here.

In order to test theK-matrix approximation Pierce an
Jennings@17# fitted thepN-phase shifts also using other in
ter

s.
d

a-
ber

s
al

l

by

is
o

termediate propagators. They found no significant diff
ences in the extracted parameters. It thus seems that a
physically relevant contributions are already contained in
~8!.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

In an effective Lagrangian model the potentialV is speci-
fied in terms of couplings between different particles. In o
case these are the nucleon, theL, nucleon resonances, an
mesons. We take into accounts-, u-, and t-channel
contributions2 which can be represented by the usual Fe
man diagrams. Only in the case ofKL do we disregard the
u-channel contributions since these would involve hype
resonances which we do not include. As mentioned above
this framework the background consists of all diagrams t
do not involve nucleon resonances. This limits the numbe
free parameters considerably and puts additional constra
on the resonance parameters, since the background cont
tions to the individual partial waves are no longer indepe
dent of each other.

In this work we limit ourselves to partial waves with sp
1
2 and 3

2. We include all corresponding nucleon resonanc
except for theP31(1750) which only has a one-star stat
@8#. For the resonances with spin1

2 and 3
2 the Lagrangians can

be given in an unambiguous way@18,19#, even though we
already have to include additional parameters to describe
off-shell couplings of spin-32 resonances. Because we cann
account for contributions of higher partial waves to total a
differential cross sections, we are limited to an energy ra
As< 1.9 GeV. This value was chosen to allow for a fit
each resonance contribution below and above the reson
positions. Fortunately, the resonances omitted h
@D15(1675) andF15(1680)# are known to have only a sma
branching ratio into thehN andKL channels@6,20#, so that
they do not have a strong influence on the fits to thep2p
→hn andp2p→K0L data.

A. Background contributions

It is well known @21# that thepN-scattering length can be
calculated in the linears model@22#. There, chiral symmetry
is guaranteed through inclusion of the scalar, isoscalas
meson. The couplings ofp and s to the nucleon are fixed
and depend only on the nucleon mass and the pion de
constant. In this work we use the nonlinears model for
guidance in constructing the coupling terms for two reaso
~i! the s meson is not observed in nature, and~ii ! in the
linear model additional terms are needed to fulfill the lo
energy theorems of pion photoproduction@5,7# because it has
pseudoscalar~PS! instead of pseudovector~PV! pN cou-
pling. In the nonlinears model the coupling of the nucleon

2In principle, there is the problem of ‘‘double counting’’ if on
includes all resonances in thes-channel along with allt-channel
diagrams. The assumption is that the relatively small numbe
contributions taken into account in thet channel minimizes double
counting. The validity of this assumption can only be investiga
in a quantitative way once dispersion relations are considered.
has to be examined in further investigations.
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TABLE I. Masses and widths of the mesons included.p, z, h, andK are the asymptotic states. Data
given by the Particle Data Group@8#.

M S I P G tot Gpp Gph Gpk Gpg Ghg Gkg Ggg

@GeV# @MeV# @%# @%# @%# @%# @%# @%# @%#

p 0.139 1 1 – 7.85a 0 0 0 0 0 0 99
z c 0.278 1 1 1 – – – – – – – –
h 0.548 0 0 – 1.2b 0 0 0 0 0 0 39
K c 0.498 0 1

2 – – – – – – – – –

r 0.769 1 1 – 0.151 100 0 0 0.05 0.04 0 0
a0 0.983 0 1 1 0.200 0 100 0 0 0 0 0
K* 0.892 1 1

2 – 0.050 0 0 100 0 0 0.1 0

ap0 width in eV.
bWidth in keV.
cNo decays were taken into account.
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and the pseudoscalar mesons to the vector mesons can
be obtained by introducing the latter as massive gauge
ticles @23#. In addition to the vector coupling we also includ
the rNN tensor coupling. As in other effective Lagrangia
approaches this mimics the breaking of chiral symmetry@5#.
Besides these couplings we also have the contributions f
other scalar (a0) and vector (K* ) mesons so that the tota
Lagrangian for the nonresonant contributions is~suppressing
isospin factors here and in the following!

LNR52
gwNN

2mN
N̄g5gm~]mw!N2gsNNs~N̄N!2gswws~w* w!

2gvNNN̄S gmvm2kv

smn

4mN
vmnDN

2gvww@w3~]mw!#vm. ~9!

Herew denotes the asymptotic mesonsp, h, andK. A cou-
pling of the nucleon to thez meson is not taken into accoun
s andv are the intermediate scalar and vector mesons (a0, r,
and K* ) and vmn5]nvm2]mvn is the field tensor of the
vector mesons;N is either a nucleon or aL spinor. For the
I 51 mesons (p, z, andr) w andvm need to be replaced b
t–w and t–vm in the w,vNN couplings and byw and vm

otherwise. As we will see later on, the influence ofa0 is
small, whereasK* gives the dominant contribution top2p
→K0L at higher energies. The parameters used for the
sons are taken from@8# and listed in Table I.

B. Resonance couplings

For the coupling of spin-12 resonances to the mesons w
again have the choice between PS and PV coupling. In p
ciple one could start with a linear combination of both and
the ratio PS/PV to the data. To keep the number of par
eters small, we choose PS coupling for all negative pa
resonances and PV for positive parity. For the negative p
ity case this is done in accordance with the calculation
Deutsch-Sauermannet al. @7#. For positive parity states we
choose, as for the nucleon, PV rather than PS, thus circ
venting the need for additional scalar mesons to reprod
the scattering lengths.

For theS11 andS31 resonances we therefore have
hen
r-

m

e-

n-
t
-

y
r-
f

-
ce

LwNR1/2

PS 52gwNRR̄GwN1H.c., ~10!

and in the case ofP11 andP31 the couplings are given by

LwNR1/2

PV 52
gwNR

mR6mN
R̄Gm~]mw!N1H.c., ~11!

with the upper sign for positive parity. The vertex operato
G andGm depend on the parity of the particles involved. F
a meson with negative intrinsic parity coupled to two ba
ons with positive parity~e.g., pNN) they are given byG
5 ig5 and Gm5g5gm . Otherwise@e.g., for pNS11(1535)#
we haveG51 andGm5 igm .

For the spin-32 resonances the following coupling is use

LwNR3/2
5

gwNR

mp
R̄aQam~zw!G~]mw!N1H.c.,

Qam~z!5gam2
1

2
~112z!gagm , ~12!

again with a vertex operatorG, which is 1 org5, depending
on the parity of the involved particles.

The operatorQam(z) allows us to vary the off-shell ad
mixture of spin-12 fields. Some attempts have been made
fix the parametersz by examining the Rarita-Schwinge
equations and the transformation properties of the interac
Lagrangians @24,18#. Unfortunately, the measured pion
photoproduction data andDNg-transition strength cannot b
explained using these results@13#. Therefore, we follow Ben-
merroucheet al. @5# and others who treat thez’s as free
parameters and determine them by fitting the data. Fo
detailed discussion of the coupling of spin-3

2 particles and the
problems encountered there see@19#.

For the isovector mesonsp and z, the field w in Eqs.
~10!–~12! needs to be replaced byt–w for I 5 1

2 resonances
and byT–w otherwise.

C. Form factors

In order to reproduce the experimental data form fact
have to be introduced. They are meant to model the de
tions from the pointlike couplings~9!–~12! due to the quark
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PRC 58 461UNITARY MODEL FOR MESON-NUCLEON SCATTERING
structure of nucleons and resonances. Because it is not
a priori which form these additional factors should hav
they introduce a source of systematical error in all mod
As we have already shown for the case of pion photoprod
tion @15#, the parameters extracted can depend strongly
the functional form used for the form factors. To investiga
this dependence we use three different form factors in
fits:

Fp~q2!5
L4

L41~q22m2!2
,

Fe~q2!5expS 2
~q22m2!2

L4 D ,

Ft~q2!5
L41~qt

22m2/2!2

L41@q22~qt
21m2/2!#2

. ~13!

m denotes the mass of the propagating particle,q is its four-
momentum, andqt

2 is the value ofq2 at the kinematical
threshold in thet channel. All parametrizations fulfill the
following criteria: ~i! they are only functions ofq2, ~ii ! they
have no pole on the real axis, and~iii ! F(m2)51.

Furthermore,Fp andFe have a maximum atq25m2. Fp
resembles a monopole factorL2/(L21q2) in the nonrelativ-
istic limit; this form was also successfully used in other c
culations@7,17#. Cloudy-bag models@25#, on the other hand
yield form factors F;exp(2ck2). Fe therefore can be
viewed as an extrapolation of this form to other kinemati
regimes. The main difference betweenFp andFe is thatFe
falls off more rapidly thanFp far away from the resonanc
position. A comparison of the extracted parameters there
allows for a study of the influence of the off-shell contrib
tions. In contrast toFp andFe the form factorFt enhances
contributions at energies below the resonance positions
does not modify the threshold amplitudes. It was used
t-channel exchanges only and was constructed to pres
the connection to the chirally symmetric ansatz of the n
linear s model.

In general, one would not expect to have the same va
for the cutoffL for all vertices. To take all possibilities into
account we would need to perform calculations for all co
binations of couplings and form factors, allowingL to vary
independently for each vertex. Since this would introdu
too many free parameters, we limit ourselves to the follo
ing recipe:~i! the same functional formF and cutoffLN are
used in all verticespNN, hNN, andKNL, ~ii ! for all reso-
nances we take the sameF as for the nucleon, but differen
valuesL1/2 and L3/2 for the cutoffs for spin-12 and spin-32
resonances, and~iii ! in all t-channel diagrams the sameF
andL t are used.

The nucleon is treated differently than the resonance
order to account for its special importance for all reactio
The resonances themselves are split up into two catego
according to their spin, since the form of the couplings
mainly determined by the spin of the resonances, as ca
seen from Eqs.~10!–~12!. To account for the different natur
ear
,
s.
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be

of t-channel contributions the functional form of the for
factor and the value of the cutoff are chosen independe
from s andu channels.

D. Calculation of the T matrix

Once the Lagrangians and form factors are specified,
have to compute theK matrix for all reactions and deduc
from this theT matrix with the help of Eq.~8!. Here we only
sketch this procedure; all formulas needed are collected
Appendix A.

As in pN scattering@21#, we decompose the invarian
matrix elementMf i for mesons with the same parity in th
initial and final state as

Mf i5ū~p8,s8!~A1BQ” !u~p,s!, ~14!

with Q being the average of both meson four-momenta:Q
5(q1q8)/2. Since the most general case of the scatter
amplitude can be written in terms of Pauli spinors as@26#

Mf i5
4pAs

Amm8
x f

†Fx i , F5Ã1B̃s•p̂8s•p̂, ~15!

with the known partial-wave decomposition

F5
1

Aqq8
(
l 50

`

@ lTl 21~ l 11!Tl 1#Pl

1 i s•~ p̂3p̂8!@Tl 12Tl 2#Pl8 ,

Tl 65
Aqq8

2 E
21

1

dcosu @ÃPl~cosu!1B̃Pl 6~cosu!#,

~16!

we can extract theTl 6’s by inserting the explicit representa
tion of the spinors andg matrices@27# into Eq. ~14!. The
resulting expressions forÃ and B̃ in terms ofA and B are
slightly more complicated than inpN scattering because w
also have to take into account that the initial and/or fin
hadron may not be a nucleon. For reactions involving m
sons with different parity the procedure is similar and t
results are listed in Appendix A.

Once the partial-wave amplitudesTl 6 are given it is
straightforward to extract the various observables using s
dard formulas~see Appendix B and@26#!. To include all
contributions to the cross sections we have calculated
partial waves up tol max 5 5. In this way the convergence o
the partial-wave expansion is guaranteed.

V. RESULTS OF THE FITS

In order to check our numerics, we have reproduced
analytic results of Hachenberger and Pirner@28# for the pN
amplitude and the results of Deutsch-Sauermannet al. @7#.
Especially the nonresonant background has to be chec
because sign errors would remain undetected in this c
The contributions of the resonances are easily tested s
for thes-channel diagrams theK matrix for a given reaction
i→ f via a channel with quantum numbersa can be written
as
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TABLE II. x2 values for the different fits.x2/NDF gives thex2 per data point. Also thex2/NDF values for
the different reaction channels are given separately.

x2 x2/NDF xp
2 /NDF xpp

2 /NDF xh
2/NDF xK

2 /NDF

KA84-pp 4196 2.84 2.50 6.52 1.42 3.14
KA84-ee 4616 3.13 2.99 5.59 1.58 3.52
KA84-pt 4067 2.76 2.41 5.70 1.50 3.39

SM95-pp 4720 3.62 3.78 6.27 1.49 3.31
SM95-ee 4871 3.74 4.11 5.60 1.61 3.28
SM95-pt 4574 3.52 3.69 5.67 1.64 3.22
nc
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ups.
m-
K f i
a 5

2mRAG f
a~s!G i

a~s!

s2mR
2

, ~17!

which has a pole at the resonance mass. Therefore a ca
lation of divergentK-matrix elements occurs when compu
ing the T matrix with the help of Eq.~8!. Any error in the
computation of theK f i

a ’s would show up as a pole inTa. The
signs of the couplings can anyway only be determined r
tive to the other contributions to the same reaction.

The x2 fits were performed using the Levenber
Marquardt algorithm. The code was derived from the IMS
routineZXSSQand checked against the original version. Fo
number of random parameter sets the local minimum w
determined and the best of them was taken to be the gl
minimum. In general the parameters have been allowe
vary in the ranges given by the Particle Data Group@8#. For
the off-shell parameters the allowed range was set to22
<1/2(112z)<2. To further verify the final parameter se
they were also used as starting points for a global minim
tion employing two other algorithms.

We extracted six parameter sets in total, using three
ferent form factors at the vertices for each of the twopN
PWA’s: ~i! Fp for the coupling of nucleon, resonances, a
el-

-

a
s
al
to

-

f-

t-channel exchanges,~ii ! Fe for the coupling of nucleon,
resonances, andt-channel exchanges, and~iii ! Fp for the
coupling of nucleon and resonances,Ft for t-channel ex-
changes.

In the following the notation is such that KA84@2# or
SM95@4# denote thepN data used in the fits. Two additiona
letters indicate the choice of form factors fors- and
t-channel contributions. Thus, for example, SM95-pt deno
a fit to the SM95 PWA withFp(q2) used for the vertices o
propagating hadrons andFt(q

2) for the t-channel diagrams
Looking at thex2 values of the fits as given in Table II, i

seems at first glance that the use of the KA84 PWA lead
better overall fits. This, however, is mainly due to the fa
that the single-energyvalues of SM95 scatter around th
energy-dependent solution. That the fits for KA84 and SM
are indeed of equal quality can be seen from the figures
also from the very similar values ofx2/NDF for channels
other thanpN ~Table II!.

The scattering lengths and effective ranges we find ar
general agreement with the values obtained by other gro
This can be seen from Table III, where we list both para
etersaI and r I extracted from the phase shiftS1I close to
threshold@26#:
ts of
TABLE III. pN-, hN-, andKL-scattering lengths as obtained in the fits in comparison with the resul
other works. The number in brackets indicates the error in the last digits.

KA84-pp SM95-pt Others
@fm# @fm# @fm#

a1 0.180 0.168 0.247,a 0.246,b 0.252c

r 1 22.430 23.062 –
pN a3 20.114 20.142 20.144,a 20.130,b 20.143c

r 3 13.300 7.668 –

0.4871 i0.171 0.5771 i0.216 0.511 i0.21d

a1 0.717~30! 1 i0.263~25! e

hN 0.751~43! 1 i0.274~28! f

r 1 26.0602 i0.177 22.8072 i0.057 21.496(134)2 i0.237(37)f

a1 0.0651 i0.040 0.0481 i0.030 –
KL r 1 215.9302 i8.252 224.3242 i13.853 –

aReference@21#.
bReference@4#.
cReference@2#.
dReference@7#.
eReference@6#.
fReference@29#.
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FIG. 1. Fits to thepN I5 1
2 partial waves

from KA84 @2#. Fits KA84-pt ~solid line!,
KA84-pp ~dashed line!, KA84-ee ~dotted line!
~the latter two are only shown forS11 andD13).
For the notation used in labeling the fits see Se
V.
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Hereq denotes the meson three-momentum. The deviat
from the knownpN values are due to the fact that we fit th
data over the whole energy range and do not put spe
emphasis on the threshold region. Since the Born terms
the r contribution dominate both the threshold amplitud
and the nonresonant background, the high-energy beha
of these terms also influences thepN-scattering length. This
will be discussed in detail in Sec. VI A. In thehN channel
we find a smaller scattering length but a larger effect
range. This indicates that in our model theS11 partial wave
does not rise as steeply as in other models@6,29#.

In order to compare the different fits in detail, we will fir
look at the different reaction channels and then discuss
parameters found.

A. pN˜pN

For the fits using both the KA84 and SM95 PWA all for
factors lead to a comparably good description of the d
ns

ial
nd
s
ior

e

e

ta

~Figs. 1–4!. We only show the results for the channelsS11,
D13, and P33 since in the other channels the difference
even smaller. All structures present in the data are well
produced. From this we conclude that all major resonan
relevant in this energy range were taken into account. T
only exception seems to be theP31 channel. The data clearly
show the contribution of a resonance with a mass of 1.9–
GeV. Since a reliable determination of its parameters is
possible from the fit to the lower-energy part of the res
nance only, we fit this channel only up to 1.6 GeV. A simil
situation is encountered in theS31 channel where the maxi
mum energy fitted was 1.8 GeV. In principle, higher-lyin
resonances could contribute to all partial waves; therefor
is clear that the fits might not reproduce the data for energ
. 1.8 GeV.

As a general tendency, the fits seem to be better in theSI1
andPI1 channels than inPI3 andDI3. This might indicate a
shortcoming in the description of spin-3

2 resonances. Eithe
the use of a common shape for the form factor for spin1

2 and
spin 3

2 is too restrictive or we are missing contributions fro
resonances with spin. 3

2. As can be seen from Fig. 5, th
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FIG. 2. Results for theI 5
3
2 channels. Legend

as in Fig. 1. Here KA84-pp and KA84-ee ar
shown forP33 only.
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spin-32 resonances contribute sizably to spin-1
2 channels away

from their mass shell. These contributions depend on
value of thez parameters from Eqs.~12!, but cannot be com-
pletely suppressed. In turn, the same might be true for re
nances with higher spin. At this point we cannot safely d
tinguish between the two explanations.

It is interesting to note the systematics of the deviatio
from the data: below a resonance it seems that we unde
timate the resonance contribution@e.g.,D13(1520), Fig. 1#,
whereas for energies above the resonance position the
tribution does not fall off quickly enough@e.g., P33(1232),
Fig. 2#. This might indicate that a form factor that is asym
metric around the resonance position might lead to a be
description of the data. Such a parametrization would then
closer to the widely used form factors that depend on
meson three-momentumq:

Fq5S L21qR
2

L21q2D a

. ~19!

First tests with a possible generalization of Eq.~19! show
e

o-
-

s
es-

on-

er
e
e

that this is indeed the case and that the parameters of
spin-32 resonances might be extracted more reliably using
asymmetric form factor.

In summary, we find, that we can reproduce both PW
equally well within our model. The small differences b
tween them~e.g., in theS11 channel for energies' 1.55
GeV! lead to slightly different resonance parameters, but
resulting systematic error is smaller than the uncertai
coming from the different form factors used.

B. pN˜ppN

Not surprisingly, thex2 values we find for the differen
reactions~Table II! clearly show that thepN→ppN chan-
nel gives the largest contribution to the totalx2. Neverthe-
less, it is important to check for unusual discrepancies
specific partial waves, because these might indicate that r
nances are missing in our calculation.

Despite the simple approximation of the two-pion state
an effectivez meson we find overall good fits to the parti
cross sections~Figs. 6 and 7!. This confirms that the main
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FIG. 3. Fits to thepN I5 1
2 partial waves

from SM95 @4#. Fits SM95-pt ~solid line!,
SM95-pp ~dashed line!, and SM95-ee~dotted
line! ~the latter two are only shown forS11 and
D13). For the notation used in labeling the fits se
Sec. V.
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source of inelasticity is taken into account properly.
An exception to this is theP13 channel, where we are no

able to reproduce thepN→ppN data at all. According to
Manley and Saleski the cross section opens up at abou
GeV, but the inelasticity~as deduced from thepN scatter-
ing! is much larger already for energies below 1.7 Ge
Since this is the only resonance showing such a behavior
choose not to introduce a new reaction channel, but to fit
P13 parameters disregarding theppN data. The coupling of
the P13(1720) resonance toppN is therefore determined b
the inelasticity in thepN channel alone. It is thus remarkab
that the calculatedpN→zN cross section exhausts all of th
inelastic cross section, at least up to' 1.75 GeV.

A large inelastic cross section~as deduced from the
KA84/SM95 data! could in principle also stem from decay
into other final states. However,hN or KL is ruled out,
because in this case we would not be able to fit the co
sponding data forp2p→hn and p2p→K0L. Manley and
Saleski indeed assumed a coupling of a secondP13 reso-
nance@P13(1879)# to the vN channel to account for a 3p
decay. The choice of this additional channel is, howev
.7

.
e
e

e-

r,

arbitrary, since in principle also other decays~e.g., rD)
could also contribute.

There are unfortunately already differences between
inelastic cross sections~defined in Appendix B! as deter-
mined from KA84 on the one hand and thepN→ppN data
as given by Manley and Saleski~e.g., in theS31 and D33
channels! on the other hand. Especially for theI 5 3

2 channels
this is clearly a model-independent problem in the d
analyses, since there is no other decay channel thanppN in
the energy range up to 1.6 GeV.

C. p2p˜hn

All parameter sets give similar fits to the total and diffe
ential cross sections~see Figs. 8 and 9! and the partial
waves3 ~Fig. 10!. Above 1.65 GeV we find that we canno
fully reproduce the falloff in the forward direction~Fig. 7!.

3To avoid confusion we plotTph
1/2 and TpK

1/2 in the usual notation
^buTbauai&5t iTba

1/2 @21# instead of the one given in Appendix A.
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FIG. 4. Results for theI 5
3
2

channels. Legend as in Fig. 3
Here SM95-pp and SM95-ee ar
shown forP33 only.

FIG. 5. Influence of thezp parameter of theP33(1232) on the
S31-phase shift. KA84-pt~solid line!, zp520.5 ~dashed line!,
zp50.0 ~dot-dashed line!, and noP33(1232) ~dotted line!.
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FIG. 6. Comparison of the cal
culatedpN→ppN cross sections
for the fits using the KA84-PWA
with data from@3#. Legend as in
Fig. 1. In addition the inelastic
cross section (3) as determined
from the KA84 PWA is shown@cf.
Eq. ~B4!#.
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Batinić et al. @6# were able to describe the differential da
over the whole energy range, by requiring additionalS11 and
P11 resonances with a sizablehN coupling. Unfortunately,
most of the data at higher energies are from Brownet al.
@30#, which show the largest uncertainties. Despite this f
thep2p→hn reaction might be a suitable channel to sea
for resonances with a weak coupling topN. To investigate
this in detail, we would have to enlarge the energy range
our fits to be able to extract parameters for resonances w
masses of 1.9–2.0 GeV reliably. With five to six resonan
coupling to thehN channel, better differential data and al
polarization observables would be needed, to disenta
their contributions safely.

The agreement between the different fits in the calcula
partial waves is quite good. The discrepancies in theP11
t
h

f
h-
s

le

d

channel are readily explained by small changes in the ne
vanishing coupling of theP11(1710) to thepN channel. Be-
cause of the smallness of this coupling, the fits easily dif
by 100% for its absolute value.

That the available data~especially with the weights given
by Batinićet al.! do not put too strong constraints on thehN
couplings can be seen best when looking at the total c
sections~Fig. 8!. Even though they show sizable deviatio
from each other above 1.65 GeV, all of them lead to rat
similar x2 values in this channel.

D. p2p˜K0L

As in the case ofp2p→hn inconsistencies between dif
ferent measurements of the cross sections can be obse
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FIG. 7. Comparison of the
calculatedpN→ppN cross sec-
tions for the fits using the SM95
PWA with the data from 3. Leg-
end as in Fig. 3. In addition the
inelastic cross section (3) as de-
termined from the SM95 PWA is
shown@cf. Eq. ~B4!#.
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~e.g., at 1.694 GeV in Fig. 11!. Besides, the errors of th
polarization data given in@31# are extremely large. In prac
tice these data do not constrain the couplings at all. So be
data are needed also in this channel. The contribution of
channel to the totalx2 is larger than the one fromh produc-
tion ~Table II!. This is mainly due to the fact that we en
larged the errors in the case ofp2p→hn.

In Fig. 12 we show the partial waves extracted from o
calculations together with the results of Sotona and Zˇ ofka
@20#, obtained from an analysis ofp2p→K0L only. Since
we find an appreciable coupling to theKL channel only for
two resonances@S11(1650) andP11(1710)#, all our fits yield
very similar partial waves. In contrast to this, the values fr
ter
is

r

Sotona and Zˇ ofka differ strongly from our results. Neverthe
less, for energies below 1.8 GeV both models describe
experimental data equally well. This shows the importan
of coupled channel analyses, since the data for thep2p
→K0L reaction alone obviously are not sufficient to dete
mine the partial waves~and thus the resonance paramete!
uniquely.

We again stress that we do not include all contributions
p2p→KL in our analysis. As already pointed out in Sec.
hyperon resonances are omitted and thereforeu-channel con-
tributions are missing in our calculation. Furthermore, resc
tering through aKS intermediate state might change the a
gular distribution. The influence of this additional chann
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can be seen in Fig. 13, where we also show the result
Kaiseret al. @12# for the totalp2p→K0L cross section. In
their calculation the cusp due to the opening of theKS chan-
nel at 1.68 GeV is clearly visible.

Keeping this in mind we find that the fits account for mo
of the data. Only for the highest energies considered th
are indications for additional contributions from resonan
omitted here~see Fig. 14, right!. For the good overall quality
of the fit theK* meson is essential, as can be seen from F
14. For higher energies the forward peak is solely due to
t-channel contribution. At the same time, the influence on
cross section at other angles is small so that the reson
couplings can still be determined quite accurately.

VI. PARAMETERS AND COUPLINGS

From the detailed discussion in the last section it is e
dent that a simultaneous description of all available dat
possible within the present model. The most important re
nances and the dynamical rescattering seem to be inco
rated correctly; therefore reliable parameter estimates
possible. Thus, we now turn to the discussion of the c
plings found in the various fits, starting with the backgrou
parameters. As already pointed out, the nonresonant b
ground results from only a few Feynman diagrams, a
therefore cannot be varied independently for each chan

FIG. 8. Results for the totalp2p→hn ~upper plot! and p2p
→K0L ~lower! cross sections. Shown are the fits KA84-pt~solid
line!, KA84-pp ~dashed line!, SM95-pt ~dot-dashed line! and
SM95-pp~dotted line!. Data as in Figs. 9 and 11.
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As a consequence the extraction of the resonance param
depends strongly on the quality of the ‘‘overall fit.’’ Thi
will be made clear in more detail at the end of this sectio

In general we find that the systematical error that can
deduced from fits with different form factors and/or data s
is more important than the statistical error found in each
We therefore do not give any statistical errors for the para
eters in the various tables.

A. Meson nucleon couplings

The couplings of the mesons to the nucleon, as de
mined in the fits, are listed in Tables IV and V. To show t
influence of the form factor of the nucleon and thet-channel
exchanges, we show both the couplings at the on-shell p
As5mN and at the thresholds of thes and t channels, re-
spectively ~Table V!. Furthermore, we list the cutoffs
lN,1/2,3/2,t in Table VI.

For the couplings top, h, andK ~a zNN vertex was not
taken into account! we find in general that our values ar
somewhat smaller than those obtained by other groups.
thermore, we observe only a small spreading of the val
for gpNN from the different fits, which indicates the impo
tant role of the Born terms for thepN nonresonant back
ground. For the other couplings (ghNN andgKNL) this is not
the case, mainly because the form factorsFp,e lead to a large
reduction of these contributions (Fp,e'0.3–0.7 at thresh-
old!. Even with the couplingsghNN andgKNL set to zero, we
would still be able to find a fit to thepN→hN and pN
→KL data with only a minor increase ofx2. This indicates
that these processes are determined byt-channel and reso
nance excitations. In meson photoproduction the situatio
different, because the requirement of gauge invariance co
teracts the influence of the form factor@7,32#. One might
therefore be able to extract theghNN and gKNL couplings
more reliably from photoproduction.

Since the nonresonant background in this model conta
the Born terms and thet-channel exchanges, it is complete
determined by a relatively small number of parameters.
particular it cannot be varied independently in different p
tial waves, as was possible, for example, in@3,6,33#. There-
fore, constraints on the background found in one chan
might influence parameters extracted from other chann
This provides a stringent test of the model that was not p
sible in other works.

To illustrate the interplay between background and re
nance parameters we look at thet-channel contribution of the
r meson topN scattering. Ther exchange leads to the fol
lowing amplitudes@34#:

Mf i5ū~p8,s8!~A1BQ” !u~p,s!,

A5
grNNkrNNgrpp

2mN

s2u

t2mr
2

F~ t !,

B52grNN~11krNN!grpp

1

t2mr
2

F~ t !. ~20!

Since (s2u)/(t2mr
2) diverges with increasing energy, th

contribution will dominatepN→pN at high energies. Con
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FIG. 9. Comparison with data
for the calculated differential
p2p→hn cross sections for dif-
ferent energies. Shown are the fi
KA84-pt ~solid line!, KA84-pp
~dashed line!, SM95-pt ~dot-
dashed line!, and SM95-pp~dot-
ted line!. The data points are take
from @41# (d), @42# (3), @43#
(,), @44# (n), @30# (h), and
@45# ~j!.
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sequently, the fits try to suppress this divergence by decr
ing grNN , thus also changing ther contribution at low en-
ergies.

This effect can be seen best forr and K* . With small
couplingsgrNN and gK* NL the fit can be improved for the
highest energies under consideration, but at the same
the background is too small at lower energies. As a con
quence we find systematic deviations for example in theP33
channel at about 1.4 GeV~cf. Figs. 2 and 4!. This in turn
leads to small values for mass and width of theD resonance.
From this it is clear that we need a stronger modification
ther andK* contributions even for energies below 2.0 Ge
to have the desired Regge-like behavior~e.g., as in@1#!. This
could possibly be achieved by using a form factor that i
s-

e
e-

f

a

function of all three variabless, u, and t. Such a behavior
can at best be approximated by our choices forFp , Fe , and
Ft . For thea0 the situation is less clear, since it is a sca
meson and does not give a divergent contribution to the s
tering amplitude.

The values for the tensor coupling of ther ~Table V! are
smaller than the vector-meson dominance~VMD ! value of
3.71 used by Ho¨hler and Pietarinen@34#, whereas Pearce an
Jennings@17# deduced a value of 2.25 in a model similar
ours. It should be noted that in@34# two different form fac-
tors have been used for the vector and tensor coupling of
r. Because of this additionalt dependence, it is not straigh
forward to compare the value given there to ours. Furth
more, one has to keep in mind that Ho¨hler and Pietarinen
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FIG. 10. Calculated partial wavesTph
1/2. Leg-

end as in Fig. 9.
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used an analytic continuation of thepN amplitudes togethe
with the P-waveppNN̄ phase shifts in order to extract th
rNN vector and tensor couplings. One would therefore
pect to find similar values only if dispersion relation co
straints would be incorporated in our ansatz. This is clea
one of the main points to improve in further calculations.

For theK* the tensor couplings are essentially equal in
fits because of the extreme sensitivity of the differen
p2p→K0L cross section in the forward direction. This
shown in Fig. 14, where for two energies theK* -meson
contribution is turned off. In contrast to this, the coupling
the a0 is not very well determined. This can be traced ba
to the fact that there are several nucleon resonances
nonvanishinghN decays~see Tables VII–XI!. Thus, be-
cause of the stronger interference ofs-channel amplitudes
no region exists where thet-channel contribution is domi
nant.

In general all fits yield similar couplings, especially if on
focuses on the effective valuesg•F ~see Table V!. This in-
dicates that the nonresonant background is properly ta
into account apart from the discussed vector-meson co
-

ly

ll
l

k
ith

en
ri-

butions at higher energies. Therefore, we expect that
resonance couplings also do not show large deviations
tween the different fits, since the background is of com
rable size.

Unfortunately, we cannot compare our nonresonant c
tributions to the scattering amplitude to the results of ot
calculations, since the explicit parameters used for the ca
lation of the background are usually not given@3,6#. Only
Dytmanet al. @33# show the background for the case of th
S11 channel. A comparison to our fit KA84-pt is plotted i
Fig. 15. One finds drastic differences between both calc
tions, even though the full amplitude is in good agreeme
Especially near threshold our amplitude is dominated by
background, as expected from chiral symmetry@21#. Addi-
tionally, in fit KA84-pt one sees the opening of thehN
threshold even in the nonresonant contribution. This is du
the D13(1520) resonance and its decay intohN. Both fea-
tures are not present in the calculation of Dytmanet al. This
shows that a comparison of resonance parameters obta
by groups that use an explicit background parametrizatio
only meaningful if the background parameters are given.
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FIG. 11. Comparison with
data for the calculated differen
tial p2p→K0L cross sections
andL polarizations for different
energies. Shown are the fit
KA84-pt ~solid line!, KA84-pp
~dashed line!, SM95-pt ~dot-
dashed line!, and SM95-pp~dot-
ted line!. The data points are
taken from@46# (h), @47# (n),
and @31# ~j!.
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B. Resonance parameters

In this section we discuss the masses and widths of
nucleon resonances we have extracted. First, theI 5 1

2 reso-
nances in the channelsS11, P11, P13, andD13, and second,
the I 5 3

2 excitations (S31, P31, P33, andD33) will be inves-
tigated.

For comparison we first quote the results of other analy
in Tables VII–IX. Batinićet al. @6# only took I 5 1

2 channels
into account and did not include a coupling toKL. In @1#,
@2#, and @4# the pN-scattering data were used and only t
total widths andpN-branching ratios were given. Manle
and Saleski@3# used the data frompN→pN and pN
→ppN in their fits; the couplings to other channels we
determined from the missing inelasticity only. Therefore,
e

s

e

numbers given for decay channels other thanpN andppN
only indicate that additional decay channels are neede
account for the total inelasticity.4 The different results from
the various models illustrate that only the simultaneous fi
all open reaction channels allows the extraction of para
eters for resonances with smallpN-branching fraction@e.g.,
the P33(1600), which was not found in@4##.

In Tables X, XI, and XII we list all masses, decay width
and z parameters for the six fits done. We do not list t
corresponding couplings, since a meaningful comparison

4The only exception is theS11(1535). In this case there is no ope
channel excepthN at the resonance energy.
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FIG. 12. Calculated partial wavesTpK
1/2. Leg-

end as in Fig. 11. In comparison also the resu
of the calculation of Sotona and Zˇ ofka @20# (D)
are shown.
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other calculations can only be done in terms of the de
widths. The reader is referred to Appendix C for a compl
list of formulas needed to extract the coupling constants.
decay widths and branching ratios were calculated at
resonance mass (As5mR); since we includeq-dependent
form factors at the corresponding vertices, the total de
widths do not represent the full width at half maximum
~FWHM! that is seen, e.g., in the resonance contribution
the total scattering cross section. In brackets we indicate
signs of the coupling constants. These where taken to be
same as in Manley and Saleski@3# for the pN and ppN
decays.

1. Isospin-12 resonances

a. S11. For this channel there is a number of detail
models @7,35# that aim to extract the parameters of t
S11(1535). It is of special interest because of its largehN
branching. The deeper reason for this is not well underst
and rather different explanations have been given@9–12#
~see the corresponding footnote in the Introduction!. A reli-
able value for this parameter would therefore put strong
y
e
e
e

y

o
he
he

d

-

strictions on all models describing this resonance as an
cited state of the nucleon. Since there are at least
resonances in this channel, which are close to each oth
satisfactory fit is only possible if both are included@7#. Fur-
thermore thes wavesS11 andS31 are dominated at threshol
by the Born terms and ther meson. These contribution
therefore determine the scattering lengths. In addition,
leastpN→pN andpN→hN have to be taken into accoun
The reason for that is the large branching fraction of
S11(1535) to bothpN and hN final states. This has two
consequences:~i! a reliable determination of theS11(1535)
parameters is possible only within a model accounting for
these points and~ii ! all extractions are limited by the qualit
of the pN→hN data.

In Table VII we give in addition theS11 parameters ex-
tracted from@7,33#. In the work of Deutsch-Sauermannet al.
theK-matrix approach was also used, but within the lineas
model instead of the pseudovectorpNN coupling and with-
out ther meson. Despite this difference the agreement of
parameters is quite good; only for thehN width do we find
some differences~95–113 MeV using KA84 as compared t
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89 MeV in @7#! that might be related to the different form
factors used. The same holds for the other models as wel
already discussed in the last section, this discrepancy
also be due to the treatment of the nonresonant backgro
in the different calculations.

Unfortunately, the spreading of the parameters is lar
for the fits to the SM95 PWA, because we were not able
reproduce the data for the real part of theS11 partial wave
near the minimum at 1.55 GeV and for the maximum of t

FIG. 13. Comparison of different results for the totalp2p
→hn ~upper plot! and p2p→K0L ~lower! cross sections. Fit
KA84-pt ~solid line!, @12# ~dashed line!, @7# ~dot-dashed line!, @6#
~dotted line!. Data as in Figs. 9 and 11.
s
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imaginary part just above 1.5 GeV~Fig. 3!. It is interesting
to note that this is also the region of the largest difference
the single-energy data to both the KA84 PWA and t
energy-dependent solution of SM95. Maybe the assignm
of larger error bars for thepN data at these energies wou
lead to more consistent values for theS11(1535) parameters

For the second resonance, theS11(1650), a comparable
pN branching is found in all models, whereas theppN
width is larger in our fits. Since thepp states are approxi
mated by az meson@7#, this does not necessarily lead
different scattering amplitudes. Furthermore, we notice t
we find no significant coupling of theS11(1650) to thehN
channel, but a 5–8 % decay intoKL. Such a coupling is also
known from kaon photoproduction@20,32#.

Other models find additionalS11 resonances at 1.8–1.
GeV @3,6#. These states might affect the couplings of t
S11(1650). Unfortunately, different values are given in t
literature for theS11(2090). Therefore, no definite conclu
sions can be drawn about a possible change of param
due to this resonance.

b. P11. Because of the large, energy-dependent ba
ground from the Born terms and theD resonance and be
cause of its large decay width, the mass of theP11(1440)
cannot be determined very well. Only the branching rat
are in good agreement with the other models~60–70 %pN,
30–40 %ppN). Again we find that the parameter sets wi
a higher mass yield larger widths. A coupling to thehN
channel is found in all fits, but the quality of the data do
not allow a precise determination of thehN decay width.
Since we also have the coupling of the nucleon to theh, it is
questionable if these two contributions can be separated

In the energy range of theP11(1710) the t-channel
r-meson contribution dominates the amplitude. Theref
the parameters of this resonance are sensitive to the f
factors and cutoffs used for ther and vary accordingly. In-
terestingly, all fits find a very small (, 1 MeV! pN coupling
so that the contribution to theP11 partial wave comes solely
from rescattering. Thus the parameters of theP11(1710) are
sensitive to the unitarization procedure used in the differ
models. The structure in the SM95 PWA seems to indica
much broader resonance in this energy region; we canno
these data very well.

c. P13. All models find that the width of theP13(1720)
resonance is dominated by theppN decay. The mass we
ith
FIG. 14. Importance of theK* -meson contribution to
the differential cross section ofp2p→K0L for two differ-
ent energies. Shown is the calculation using KA84-pt w
~solid line! and without~dashed line! the K* .
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FIG. 15. Comparison with the results from@33#. Plotted
is the square of the absolute value of theS11-phase shift. Fit
KA84-pt ~solid line!, background only~dashed line!, full
calculation~dot-dashed line!, and background~dotted line!
as given by@33#.
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find in our fits, which is rather high, is determined by t
imaginary part of thepN-phase shift. Since Manley an
Saleski@3# list anotherP13 resonance at 1.879 GeV, it is no
clear if ourP13(1720) is some kind of average of both res
nances. To answer this question, the fits would have to
extended to higher energies in order to cover the full rang
all possible resonances.

The discrepancies between the inelastic cross section
the pN→ppN data have been discussed already in S
V B; they might be due to a missing decay channel (vN,
rD). A spread of parameters is also found for thez values,
which differ between all fits~see Table XII!.

d. D13. As already mentioned in Sec. V A, we find sy
tematic deviations from thepN data for all spin-32 reso-
e
of

nd
c.

nances. Except for theD, this effect is most prominent fo
the D13(1520). The underestimation of the data for energ
around 1.4 GeV leads to a small mass in all fits. Related
this we also find smaller values for the partial decay widt
whereas the branching ratios are similar to the values gi
in Table VIII. Especially thehN decay is noticeable. The
small width does not imply a small coupling, since th
D13(1520) is close to thehN threshold at 1.49 GeV. Tha
this coupling can be extracted at all is due to the fact t
s-wave–d-wave interference is responsible for the observ
lack of isotropy in the differentialp2p→hN cross section
around theS11(1535) resonance.

For the D13(1700) the results obtained by other grou
vary strongly. Whereas Manley and Saleski@3# give param-
st the
and
TABLE IV. Couplings of the mesons to the nucleon as obtained in the fits. In the first columns we li
results of the fits KA84-pp, KA84-ee, and KA84-pt, while in the other we give SM95-pp, SM95-ee,
SM95-pt.

KA84 SM95

g Value k Value g Value k Value

p gpNN 13.05 – – gpNN 13.05 – –
13.06 – – 13.04 – –
13.05 – – 13.05 – –

h ghNN 1.08 – – ghNN 1.33 – –
2.39 – – 0.18 – –
1.86 – – 1.13 – –

K gKNL -6.56 – – gKNL -6.36 – –
-6.41 – – -6.10 – –
-6.06 – – -6.12 – –

r grNN 3.22 krNN 2.14 grNN 3.37 krNN 1.99
3.38 2.34 3.53 2.35
2.11 2.65 2.35 2.26

a0 ga0NN 1.57 – – ga0NN 0.68 – –
3.33 – – 2.55 – –
0.93 – – 0.18 – –

K* gK* NL -21.65 kK* NL -0.43 gK* NL -21.58 kK* NL -0.43
-21.99 -0.44 -23.23 -0.43
-5.90 -0.44 -6.52 -0.43
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TABLE V. Effective couplings@g•F(q2)# to the nucleon on the mass shell and at threshold. In the
two columns we give the lower and upper values from Table IV. The SU~3! predictions use the given value
for gpNN , grNN , andkrNN and include symmetry breaking on the level of 20%@40,5#.

q2 KA84 SM95 Others SU~3!

gpNN m2 13.05 13.05 13.14,a 13.41b 13.3
qs

2 12.56–12.69 12.62–12.70 – –

ghNN m2 1.08–2.39 0.18–1.33 2.6–5.8,c 2.24,d 2.75–5.0
qs

2 0.57–1.26 0.10–0.77 – –

gKNL m2 -~6.06–6.56! -~6.10–6.36! -14.78,e -10.96f -~10.3–16.7!
qs

2 -~2.19–2.62! -~2.17–2.84! -5.35f –

grNN m2 2.11–3.38 2.35–3.37 3.14,b 2.63g 2.66
qt

2 2.07–2.11 1.98–2.35 2.67b –
krNN qt

2 2.14–2.65 1.99–2.35 2.25,b 3.71g 3.71

ga0NN m2 0.75–3.33 0.18–2.55 – –
qt

2 0.53–0.75 0.18–0.30 – –

gK* NL m2 -~5.90–21.99! -~6.52–23.23! -~18.87–21.36!, e -9.39f -~3.69–5.53!
qt

2 -~4.44–7.94! -~3.57–7.53! – –
kK* NL qt

2 -0.44 -0.43 -~0.43–0.72!, e 0.59f ~1.48–2.23!

aReference@4#.
bReference@17#.
cReference@5#.
dReference@35#.
eReference@39#.
fReference@32#.
gReference@34#.
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eters for this state, it is not found anymore in the latest an
sis of Arndtet al. @4#. The same is true for our fits, where th
secondD13 resonance is found at 1.9 GeV. Since Batin´
et al. @6# find two resonances in this energy range~at 1.817
and 2.048 GeV!, the parameters given here have to be trea
with the same caution as in the case of theP13(1720). Fur-
thermore, we cannot reliably determine the parameters of
secondD13 resonance, since we only include data up to
GeV. Accordingly, we find no agreement between the diff
ent fits for the couplings and especially thez parameters.

2. Isospin-32 resonances

a. S31. Our values are similar to those given by@4,33#,
whereas Manley and Saleski find theS31(1620) resonance a
y-

d

he
9
-

1.672 GeV with apN partial width of 9%. The reason fo
this might be theppN approximation used in this work
Since Manley and Saleski find two strong channels for
ppN decay (pD ' 62% andrN ' 25%!, one cannot ex-
pect to obtain a good description of this decay by an eff
tive z meson. This problem does not depend on the fo
factors used, as can be seen from the similar values in all

b. P31. As discussed in Sec. V B, we do not include
resonance in this channel. The data are only fitted up to
GeV; no resonance appears within this range@apart from a
one-star candidateP31(1744) given by Manley and Salesk
@3##.

This is an indication of how well the nonresonant bac
ground is described in our model. For all fits we find that w
s
TABLE VI. Values of the fitted cutoff parametersL. KA84 results are given in the first three row
~KA84-pp, KA84-ee, and KA84-pt!; below are the results using SM95~SM95-pp, SM95-ee, and SM95-pt!.

Value Value Value Value
@GeV# @GeV# @GeV# @GeV#

LN 1.18 L1/2 1.59 L3/2 1.04 L t 0.90
1.29 1.82 1.15 0.92
1.21 1.72 1.06 0.71

LN 1.24 L1/2 1.36 L3/2 1.06 L t 0.88
1.30 1.71 1.14 0.88
1.23 1.24 1.06 0.70
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TABLE VII. Resonance masses and couplings (I 5
1
2, S5

1
2 ) as obtained in other models. For eac

resonance we list in lines one to five the values of Cutkoskyet al. @1#, Höhler et al. @2#, Arndt et al. @4#,
Manley and Saleski@3#, and Batinićet al. @6#. Furthermore, theS11 parameters from@7# ~line 6! and @33#
(K-matrix result, line 7! are given. Only in@3# a KL decay was included.

M G tot GpN GzN GhN GKL

L2I ,2S @GeV# @MeV# @MeV# % @MeV# % @MeV# % @MeV# %

S11(1535) 1.550 240 120 50 – – – – – –
1.526 120 46 38 – – – – – –
1.535 66 20 31 – – – – – –
1.534 151 77 51 10 5 66 43 0 0
1.553 182 84 46 7 4 91 50 – –
1.547 162 66 41 6 4 89 55 – –
1.534 125 53 42 19 15 54 43 – –

S11(1650) 1.650 150 98 65 – – – – – –
1.670 180 110 61 – – – – – –
1.667 90 90 100 – – – – – –
1.659 173 154 89 13 8 6 3 0 0
1.652 202 160 79 16 8 26 13 – –
1.695 293 226 77 67 23 – – – –
1.690 229 149 65 23 10 57 25 – –

S11(2090) 2.180 350 63 18 – – – – – –
1.880 95 9 9 – – – – – –
1.712 184 70 38 – – – – – –
1.928 414 43 10 369 90 2 0 0 0
1.812 405 130 32 186 46 89 22 – –

P11(1440) 1.440 340 231 68 – – – – – –
1.410 135 69 51 – – – – – –
1.467 440 299 68 – – – – – –
1.462 391 270 69 121 31 0 0 0 0
1.439 437 271 62 166 38 0 0 – –

P11(1710) 1.700 90 18 20 – – – – – –
1.723 120 14 12 – – – – – –

– – – – – – – – – –
1.717 478 45 9 249 52 10 2 175 37
1.729 180 40 22 130 72 11 6 – –
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overestimate the size of the real part ofP31 for energies
around 1.35 GeV. Since the background is dominated by
Born terms andr exchange in this region, an improveme
of the description in this channel could only be achieved
reducing the quality of the fit in other channel~s!.

Pearce and Jennings found that the same deviations
occur within theK-matrix approach, but not in other frame
works @17#. From this we conclude that for a better descr
tion of the data in this channel one would need to go bey
the K-matrix approximation.

c. P33. As expected, all fits lead to the same parame
for the P33(1232). The numbers are slightly lower than
other works. In Sec. VI A this has already been shown to
the consequence of therNN form factor used in our calcu
lation, which enforces a smallerrNN coupling than usual.
The fits try to compensate for this by lowering the mass a
the width of theP33(1232).

The second resonance in this channel, theP33(1600), can
be clearly seen in thepN→ppN channel, whereas its con
tribution to thepN-phase shift is negligible. Despite the di
crepancy between the inelasticities from KA84/SM95 a
e
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ly

-
d

rs

e

d

d

thepN→ppN cross section, the couplings of theP33(1600)
are well determined and comparable to the values given
Manley and Saleski (mR 5 1.706 GeV,G tot 5 430 MeV!.

In contrast to theI 5 1
2 case, thez parameters are very we

determined for theP33(1232). As Fig. 5 shows, this is due t
the strong offshell contribution to theS31 partial wave. Since
the off-shell part of the coupling is governed by thez param-
eters, the high sensitivity of the fits is easily understo
Only a few extractions ofzp for P33(1232) have been per
formed so far. Olsson and Osypowski@36# have used both
pN-scattering and pion-photoproduction data. They fou
zp 5 20.45 (pN) and zp 5 20.29 ~photoproduction!. In
another analysis ofgN→pN Davidsonet al. @37# deduced
zp 5 20.24. All these values are in good agreement with
results of our fits @2~0.33–0.38! for KA84 and
2~0.31–0.35! for SM95#, especially since the correspondin
off-shell contributions are affected by rescattering.

d. D33. Similar to theS31 channel we find a resonanc
with a weak coupling topN. Therefore, the parameters o
the D33(1700) are determined by thepN→ppN data. Ac-
cordingly @as for theS31(1620)#, the masses we find ar
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TABLE VIII. Same as Table VII, but for theI 5
1
2, S5

3
2 resonances.

M G tot GpN GzN GhN GKL

L2I ,2S @GeV# @MeV# @MeV# % @MeV# % @MeV# % @MeV# %

P13(1720) 1.700 125 13 10 – – – – – –
1.710 190 27 14 – – – – – –
1.820 354 57 16 – – – – – –
1.717 383 50 13 333 87 0 0 0 0
1.720 244 44 18 200 82 1 0.4 – –

D13(1520) 1.525 120 70 58 – – – – – –
1.519 114 62 54 – – – – – –
1.515 106 65 61 – – – – – –
1.524 124 73 59 51 41 0 0 0 0
1.522 132 73 55 59 45 1 0.1 – –

D13(1700) 1.675 90 10 11 – – – – – –
1.731 110 9 8 – – – – – –

– – – – – – – – – –
1.737 249 0 1 241 98 5 2 0 0
1.817 134 12 9 103 77 19 14 – –

D13(2080) 1.880 180 18 10 – – – – – –
2.081 265 16 6 – – – – – –

– – – – – – – – – –
1.804 447 104 23 224 50 119 27 0 0
2.048 529 90 17 397 75 42 8 – –
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lower than those found by Manley and Saleski. As in t
other cases, the partial widths are also smaller, but
branching ratios are in good agreement.

Again, thez parameters are in good agreement betw
the different fits with the exceptions of KA84-pt and SM9
ee, where we find the same magnitude but opposite sig
zp . This parameter is fixed mainly by the large contributi
of the D33(1700) to theP31 partial wave. Since we do no
e
e

n

of

include a resonance in this channel, the value ofzp depends
on the interference with all background contributions and
therefore only well determined with respect to all these ot
couplings.

C. Pole positions and residues

As we have already stated in the Introduction, we do
attempt to continue theT matrix into the complex energy
TABLE IX. Same as Table VII, but for theI 5
3
2 resonances. Given are the values of Cutkoskyet al. @1#,

Höhler et al. @2#, Arndt et al. @4#, and Manley and Saleski@3#.

M G tot GpN GzN GhN GKL

L2I ,2S @GeV# @MeV# @MeV# % @MeV# % @MeV# % @MeV# %

S31(1620) 1.620 140 35 25 – – – – – –
1.610 139 49 35 – – – – – –
1.617 108 31 29 – – – – – –
1.672 154 14 9 140 81 – – – –

P33(1232) 1.232 120 120 100 – – – – – –
1.233 116 116 100 – – – – – –
1.233 114 114 100 – – – – – –
1.231 118 118 100 0 0 – – – –

P33(1600) 1.600 300 54 18 – – – – – –
1.522 220 46 21 – – – – – –

– – – – – – – – – –
1.706 430 53 12 377 87 – – – –

D33(1700) 1.710 280 34 12 – – – – – –
1.680 230 46 20 – – – – – –
1.680 272 44 16 – – – – – –
1.762 599 81 14 518 86 – – – –
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TABLE X. Extracted resonance parameters using KA84. First line, KA84-pp; second, KA84-ee;
KA84-pt. The signs of the couplings are given in brackets.

M G tot GpN GzN GhN GKL

L2I ,2S @GeV# @MeV# @MeV# % @MeV# % @MeV# % @MeV# %

S11(1535) 1.534 180 71~1! 39 14~1! 8 95~1! 53 – –
1.542 175 67~1! 38 7~1! 4 101~1! 58 – –
1.542 198 74~1! 38 10~1! 5 113~1! 57 – –

S11(1650) 1.694 212 157~1! 74 38~1! 18 1~2! 0 16~1! 8
1.697 261 195~1! 75 54~1! 21 0~2! 0 12~1! 5
1.701 278 205~1! 74 61~1! 22 1~2! 0 11~1! 4

P11(1440) 1.469 367 237~1! 65 130~1! 35 2.75a 0 – –
1.476 412 269~1! 65 143~1! 35 4.22a 0 – –
1.477 411 264~1! 64 147~1! 36 4.40a 0 – –

P11(1710) 1.706 172 0~1! 0 89~2! 52 67~1! 39 16~1! 9
1.696 123 0~1! 0 71~2! 58 19~1! 15 33~1! 27
1.697 148 0~1! 0 80~2! 54 23~1! 16 45~1! 30

P13(1720) 1.790 384 84~1! 22 259~1! 67 36~1! 9 5~1! 1
1.779 306 68~1! 22 218~1! 71 17~1! 6 3~1! 1
1.803 480 107~1! 22 324~1! 68 44~1! 9 5~1! 1

D13(1520) 1.510 101 53~1! 52 48~2! 48 27b~1! 0 – –
1.510 100 54~1! 54 46~2! 46 44b~1! 0 – –
1.511 98 53~1! 54 45~2! 46 51b~1! 0 – –

D13(1700) 1.897 313 38~1! 12 260~1! 83 15~2! 5 0~1! 0
1.888 303 41~1! 14 259~1! 85 3~2! 1 0~1! 0
1.901 330 38~1! 12 281~1! 85 11~2! 3 0~1! 0

S31(1620) 1.601 150 48~1! 32 102~2! 68 – – – –
1.601 152 51~1! 34 101~2! 66 – – – –
1.582 162 33~1! 20 129~2! 80 – – – –

P33(1232) 1.229 113 113~1! 100 – – – – – –
1.229 113 113~1! 100 – – – – – –
1.230 113 113~1! 100 – – – – – –

P33(1600) 1.675 406 52~1! 13 354~1! 87 – – – –
1.668 381 50~1! 13 331~1! 87 – – – –
1.674 384 50~1! 13 334~1! 87 – – – –

D33(1700) 1.678 564 72~1! 13 492~1! 87 – – – –
1.678 512 68~1! 13 444~1! 87 – – – –
1.680 541 70~1! 13 471~1! 87 – – – –

aThe couplingghNR is given instead of the partial width.
bWidth in keV.
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plane to locate the poles. The reason is mainly a techn
difficulty in the effective Lagrangian approach. In this fram
work all Feynman diagrams would have to be calculated
complex energies and then decomposed into the pa
waves. For the other models described in Sec. III the po
can be found more easily, since there the potentialV is de-
termined in each partial wave independently and can, th
fore, be chosen to be a function ofs only.

As a first approximation we estimate the location of t
poles of theT matrix following a method used by Ho¨hler
@16#. There the so-calledspeedof the amplitudes is used t
determine the poles and residues directly from the PW
data. For details of the method see@16#.

Starting point is the quantum mechanical considerat
that the formation of an unstable excited state in a reac
al
-
r

ial
s

e-

A

n
n

leads to a time delayQ between the outgoing wave pack
and an undisturbed wave that can be calculated from
scattering amplitude@16,26#:

Q52 i
dS

dW
S2152U dT

dWU, W5As. ~21!

The second equality holds for the case of elastic scatter
This can easily be generalized to the multichannel case.
speed is defined as

Sp~W!5U dT

dWU. ~22!

A peak of this speed corresponds in general to the forma
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TABLE XI. Extracted resonance parameters using SM95. First line, SM95-pp; second, SM95-ee;
SM95-pt. The signs of the couplings are given in brackets.

M G tot GpN GzN GhN GKL

L2I ,2S @GeV# @MeV# @MeV# % @MeV# % @MeV# % @MeV# %

S11(1535) 1.547 196 73~1! 37 15~1! 8 108~1! 55 – –
1.544 156 63~1! 40 9~1! 6 84~1! 54 – –
1.543 151 56~1! 37 5~1! 3 90~1! 60 – –

S11(1650) 1.689 234 173~1! 74 48~1! 21 1~2! 1 13~1! 6
1.687 213 157~1! 74 45~1! 21 0~2! 0 11~1! 5
1.692 209 155~1! 74 41~1! 20 0~2! 0 13~1! 6

P11(1440) 1.463 400 252~1! 63 148~1! 37 2.37a 0 – –
1.474 449 288~1! 64 161~1! 36 4.43a 0 – –
1.448 334 202~1! 60 132~1! 40 0.95a 0 – –

P11(1710) 1.714 195 0~1! 0 97~2! 50 69~1! 35 29~1! 15
1.700 142 0~1! 0 83~2! 58 40~1! 28 19~1! 13
1.727 266 1~1! 0 138~2! 52 89~1! 33 38~1! 14

P13(1720) 1.772 340 76~1! 22 223~1! 66 37~1! 11 4~1! 1
1.766 348 77~1! 22 241~1! 69 25~1! 7 5~1! 1
1.771 344 74~1! 22 241~1! 70 24~1! 7 5~1! 1

D13(1520) 1.508 92 51~1! 55 41~2! 45 16b~1! 0 – –
1.508 94 53~1! 56 41~2! 44 25b~1! 0 – –
1.510 101 58~1! 57 43~2! 43 10b~1! 0 – –

D13(1700) 1.909 352 40~1! 11 289~1! 82 23~2! 7 0~1! 0
1.882 217 25~1! 12 171~1! 79 21~2! 10 0~1! 0
1.901 359 35~1! 10 300~1! 83 24~2! 7 0~1! 0

S31(1620) 1.595 148 42~1! 28 106~2! 72 – – – –
1.611 159 58~1! 36 101~2! 64 – – – –
1.598 150 44~1! 29 106~2! 71 – – – –

P33(1232) 1.229 110 110~1! 100 – – – – – –
1.230 110 110~1! 100 – – – – – –
1.230 110 110~1! 100 – – – – – –

P33(1600) 1.690 431 60~1! 14 371~1! 86 – – – –
1.685 440 62~1! 14 378~1! 86 – – – –
1.686 405 59~1! 15 346~1! 85 – – – –

D33(1700) 1.689 661 85~1! 13 576~1! 87 – – – –
1.686 669 88~1! 13 581~1! 87 – – – –
1.675 547 70~1! 13 477~1! 87 – – – –

aThe couplingghNR is given instead of the partial width.
bWidth in keV.
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of a resonance state. For thepN scattering this is always th
case except for the cusp in theS11 partial wave that is due to
the opening of thehN decay channel. Resonance paramet
can therefore@with the exception of theS11(1535)# also be
obtained fromspeed plotsthat showSp(W) vs W.

Following @16# we now assume theT matrix to be of the
form

T~W!5Tback~W!1
RGeiF

mR2W2 iG/2
~23!

in the vicinity of a resonance@5maximum of Sp(W)]. Here
mR2 iG/2 is the location of the pole in the complex ener
plane andRGeiF is the residue.Tback(W) is the background
rs

amplitude coming from nonresonant contributions. If the e
ergy dependence ofTback can be neglected, the speed d
pends only on the resonance parametersmR , G, R, andF.
Using Tback5const we find

dT

dW
5

RGeiF

~mR2W2 iG/2!2
,

Sp~W!5
RG

~mR2W!21G2/4
. ~24!

Our procedure is now as follows: first, we determinemR , G,
andR by fitting the speed given in Eq.~24! to the calculated
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TABLE XII. Fitted z parameters of the spin-3
2 resonances. Notation as in Table IV.

KA84 SM95

zpN zzN zhN zKL zpN zzN zhN zKL

P13(1720) 1.440 0.216 0.348 20.683 21.771 20.126 21.375 20.248
1.150 0.180 0.877 20.865 20.379 0.142 22.597 21.471

21.013 20.177 21.207 20.981 22.200 20.210 21.993 20.421

D13(1520) 20.601 0.399 21.383 – 0.423 20.653 0.783 –
20.558 0.070 21.005 – 0.366 20.559 0.724 –
20.565 0.122 21.135 – 0.352 20.171 0.823 –

D13(1700) 0.776 0.862 0.037 20.749 20.830 0.408 20.079 21.050
0.523 0.722 20.198 20.536 20.886 21.113 20.264 21.980

20.396 20.887 20.689 23.695 21.281 20.990 0.195 22.240

P33(1232) 20.333 – – – 20.324 – – –
20.355 – – – 20.354 – – –
20.383 – – – 20.306 – – –

P33(1600) 1.532 0.107 – – 1.564 0.100 – –
20.694 20.006 – – 0.844 20.143 – –
20.112 20.765 – – 1.587 0.094 – –

D33(1700) 0.627 20.215 – – 0.588 20.206 – –
0.628 20.197 – – 20.725 20.083 – –

20.679 0.249 – – 0.628 20.212 – –
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partial waves and, second, use this input to fixF from
dT/dW. In this way we can extract resonance parame
directly from the unitarizedT matrix, consistent with the
method usually used to determine resonance parameters
experimental data.

Since in an effective Lagrangian model all backgrou
contributions are well determined, one might try to disca
all u- and t-channel contributions to reduceTback(W) in Eq.
~23!. This would allow a better extraction of the resonan
parameters in cases where the background is not energ
dependent. Unfortunately, because of rescattering, this d
not work in theK-matrix approach. Even if we had a con
stant backgroundKback we could not disentangle its contr
butions to theT matrix from the resonant part.

The results of these fits are given in Tables XIII and XI
together with the values obtained in other models. The ag
ment for the pole positions between the different models i
general better than for the mass and width values liste
Tables VII–IX.

Furthermore, we note again that the decay widths
tracted in our fits and given in the Tables X and XI are t
values at the resonance positions and that the ene
dependent width also includes the respective form factors
contrast to this the imaginary part of the pole position is~in
our case! the width of a Lorentz function~24! fitted to the
speeds and therefore corresponds to the FHWM of the r
nance. From this it is easy to understand that the width
duced from the pole positions is in general smaller than
value of the energy-dependent width on the resonance m
since our form factors decrease the resonance contribu
for energies away from the resonance mass.

For theS11(1535) the pole position cannot be determin
from the speed plot, since a peak due to the opening of
hN channel dominates in this energy region. For t
rs
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P33(1600) andD33(1700) no parameters could be extract
because they only appear as a shoulder in the speed plo
fit to a speed plot derived from theppN→ppN elastic
amplitude could be used for these two resonances, since
ppN-decay is their major decay branch (' 85%!. Further-
more, the resulting Argand plots fordT/dW show that the
assumption of a constant background is not justified in
cases ofP11(1710), P13(1720),S31(1620), andD33(1700).
For these resonances an analytic continuation of the entiT
matrix would be needed to determine the pole positions m
reliably.

The good agreement of the pole parameters obtained f
our model with the results of the other models again sho
the ability of the effective Lagrangian approach to descr
the data.

D. Interdependences of parameters

At the end of this discussion we focus on the interdep
dences of different parameters as determined from the c
riance matrix@C# of the fits. To this end we extracted th
coefficients of correlation given by

r i j 5
Ci j

ACii Cj j

. ~25!

In contrast to the covariancesCi j , the r i j are restricted to
values between21 and 1 and therefore give a measure
the correlation that is independent of the individual varian
Cii of the parameters. The most pronounced correlations
found for the following cases.

~i! As expected, the different parameters of a spec
resonance~like mass and width! are strongly (ur u' 0.6–0.9!
correlated with themselves. The same is true for cases w
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TABLE XIII. Values for the resonance poles and residues for theI 5
1
2 resonances compared to the resu

of other calculations. Shown are the range values of the three fits using KA84~first line! and SM95~second
line! together with the values of Cutkoskyet al. @1#, Höhler @16#, and Arndtet al. @4# in the following lines,
respectively.

M G RG F

@GeV# @MeV# @MeV# @deg#

S11(1535) a – – –
a – – –

1.510 260 120 15
1.487 – – –
1.501 124 31 -12

S11(1650) 1.660–1.669 137–166 30–40 -~38–48!
1.656–1.661 110–121 25–27 -~53–59!

1.640 150 60 -75
1.670 163 39 -37

1.673, 1.689b 82, 192 22, 72 29, -85

P11(1440) 1.371–1.373 164–176 46–52 -~84–87!
1.357–1.362 143–155 37–42 -~94–95!

1.375 180 52 -100
1.385 164 40 –
1.346 176 42 -101

P11(1710) 1.674–1.690 82–150 5–11 80–94
1.659–1.680 63–139 6–12 90–95

1.690 80 8 175
1.690 200 15 –
1.770 378 37 -167

P13(1720) 1.677–1.681 150–153 14–15 -~115–120!
1.663–1.671 140–147 12–14 -~116–120!

1.680 120 8 -160
1.686 187 15 –
1.717 388 39 -70

D13(1520) 1.497–1.498 93–94 25 -~29–32!
1.496 86–94 24–28 -~28–30!
1.510 114 35 -12
1.510 120 32 -8
1.515 110 34 7

D13(1700) a – – –
a – – –

1.660 90 6 0
1.700 120 5 –

– – – –

aPole positions could not be deduced from the speed plots.
bArndt et al. find two distinct cases.
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there are two resonances in a partial wave. Here we fin
strong interdependence between the parameters of both
nances~especially in theS11 andP11 channels,ur u' 0.8!.

~ii ! The correlations between the parameters of theSI1
and PI1 resonances and thez parameters ofPI3 and DI3
resonances are also easy to understand. This has already
pointed out in Sec. VI B 2 for the case ofzp of the
P33(1232) ~cf. Fig. 5!. The same effect can be seen in oth
channels as well, even though the values for thez parameters
vary between the different fits. Therefore, this effect can
seen best in the correlations and not in the parameters th
selves. The correlations of theS31(1620) parameters to th
a
so-

een

r

e
m-

off-shell contributions of theP33(1600) and theD33(1700)
are noticable. In the case ofI 5 1

2 resonances theP11(1440)
parameters exhibit large dependences from thez parameters
of P13(1720).

~iii ! We also find a strong correlation between t
P11(1440) and the parameters of theS31(1620) (ur u' 0.7!.
This surprising result is due to theu-channel contributions of
the latter to theP11 channel. Because theP11(1440) is a
rather broad resonance, its parameters are influenced by
background that is most important for energies' 1.5 GeV.

~iv! Since in our model the background is given by only
few contributions, it is not independently fixed in the diffe
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TABLE XIV. Same as in Table XIII but for theI 5
3
2 resonances.

M G RG F

@GeV# @MeV# @MeV# @deg#

S31(1620) 1.598–1.603 101–108 15–16 -~105–113!
1.588–1.595 91–123 11–16 -~108–113!

1.600 120 15 -110
1.608 116 19 -95
1.585 104 14 -121

P33(1232) 1.208 93–94 47 -~49–50!
1.209–1.210 92–93 46 -48

1.210 100 53 -47
1.209 100 50 -48
1.211 100 38 -22

P33(1600) a – – –
a – – –

1.550 200 17 -150
1.550 – – –
1.675 386 52 14

D33(1700) 1.590–1.593 144–146 10 -~46–49!
1.582–1.591 150–163 11–12 -~47–53!

1.675 220 13 -20
1.651 159 10 –
1.655 242 16 -12

aPole positions could not be deduced from the speed plots.
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ent partial waves. Accordingly, we find some degree of
terdependence between the nonresonant parameters, m
betweengp,hNN , gKNL , and the variousz parameters of the
spin-32 resonances.

~v! The parameters of theD13(1700) show a rather larg
correlation to the couplings of other resonances. This in
cates that the couplings of theD13(1700) are not well deter
mined by theD13 partial-wave data; instead they are det
mined through off-shell contributions of this resonance to
other partial waves. Since we find theD13(1700) at the high-
est energies we consider in this work~around 1.9 GeV!, its
parameters cannot be extracted reliably.

These considerations represent a further indication
the resonance parameters@with the exception of the
D13(1700)# are determined reliably in the present mod
The unexpected correlations ofP11(1440) toS31(1620) point
to some ‘‘hidden’’ form factor dependence that is not ob
ous from the extracted parameters alone.

VII. COMPARISON WITH THE T-MATRIX
APPROXIMATION

So far, theT-matrix approximation has been used in mo
models forg,pN→hN,KL @5,20,32,35#. In this ansatz the
T matrix is calculateddirectly from the lowest-order Feyn
man diagrams. For the resonance contributions the imagi
part of the amplitude is introduced by hand through the
clusion of a width in the propagators:

Tf i
a 5

2mRAG f
a~s!G i

a~s!

s2mR
21 imR(

a8,d

Gd
a8~s!

. ~26!
-
inly

i-

-
e

at

.

t

ry
-

Here(a8,dGd
a8(s) denotes the total decay width of the res

nance summed over all quantum numbersa8 and decay
channelsd. At first glance this expression is very similar t
the one obtained in theK-matrix approach for the case of
single resonance contribution@see Eq.~17!#:

Tf i
a 5S K

12 iK D
f i

a

5
2mRAG f

a~s!G i
a~s!

s2mR
21 imR(

d
Gd

a~s!

. ~27!

HereK is the full n3n matrix. The difference from Eq.~26!
is that the sum in the denominator runs over the poss
decay channels only. IfKa contains contributions from dif-
ferent resonances and diagrams, then it is no longer pos
to write Tf i

a in the form ~27!. Additionally, in theT-matrix
approximation the background contributions are purely re
whereas in theK-matrix formalism also the imaginary part
of these amplitudes are generated.

Calculating theT matrix using Eq.~26! violates unitarity,
because all rescattering contributions to a reactioni→ f via
some intermediate statedÞ i , f are neglected. To have a me
sure for this violation in a specific channela, it is useful to
look at the following quantity:

DTa5@ Im ~T!2T2#a, ~28!

which vanishes if unitarity is fulfilled. AgainT denotes an
n3n matrix. One expectsDTa to be negligible for channels
where a single resonance gives the dominant contribu
~e.g.,D13 andP33 in pN scattering!, since there the expres
sions~26! and ~27! agree very well. This can be seen fro
the lower panel of Fig. 16. There the imaginary parts of
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D13 partial wave andDD13 are shown for a calculation em
ploying theT-matrix approximation.DD13 is small over the
whole energy range and vanishes at theD13(1520) mass. We
can further notice that the fit to the KA84 PWA is better th
in theK-matrix formalism~cf. Fig. 1!. This is due to the fact
that in the case of theT matrix, there are no contributions t
the imaginary part from the background terms. Thus the
and imaginary parts ofT are ‘‘decoupled’’ and can be fitted
independently.

The situation is completely different in theP13 partial
wave ~Fig. 16, upper panel!, where no satisfactory fit to the
data can be found. Especially at energies around 1.5 GeV
find an additional structure when using the approximat
~26! that is neither present in the data nor in theK-matrix
results~Figs. 1 and 15!. This structure is due to the contr
butions of theD13(1520) to theP13 channel. As already
discussed in Sec. IV B, the spin-3

2 resonances have off-she
contributions to various channels that can be adjusted u
thez parameters. In other words, the partial widthsGd

a(s) are
in general not equal to zero for channels with quantum nu
bers that differ from those of the resonanceaR . Only on the
resonance position do we have

Gd
aÞaR~s5mR

2 !50. ~29!

In the T-matrix approximation~26! the width in the propa-

gator is taken to be(a8,dGd
a8(s) for all channels@Eq. ~26!#

FIG. 16. Results using theT-matrix approximation~26!. Shown
are the imaginary parts of theP13 and D13 partial waves forpN
scattering~solid line! and the corresponding valuesDTa ~dashed
line! as described in Sec. VII. The data are taken from KA84.
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and does not vanish on the resonance. Since the off-s
contributions of the spin-3

2 resonances to channelsaÞaR
always change sign on the resonance position, the resu
amplitudes show structure as a function ofs. For the
K-matrix ansatz~27! this is not the case because in the
channels both numerator and denominator go through z
on the resonance mass and the amplitude remains sm
The artificial structures in theT-matrix approximations, in-
troduced by spin-32 resonances, have already been obser
in other effective Lagrangian calculations@15#. From this we
conclude that a meaningful fit toall partial waves can only
be done in theK-matrix approximation. In the fits using th
T-matrix approach this shows up as an increasedx2 value,
which is of the order of 15 for the use of the KA84 PWA~as
compared to 2 in theK-matrix calculation!.

As already mentioned, rescattering contributions withd
Þ i , f are neglected in theT-matrix approach. To illustrate
the importance of these contributions, we show in Fig. 17
real part of theS11 partial wave forpN→hN. TheK-matrix
calculations both with and without theS11(1650) resonance
are compared to theT-matrix result. In theK-matrix ap-
proach theS11(1650) has a strong influence even though
hN coupling is zero. In theT-matrix calculation this is not
the case so that there all other couplings need to be adju
to simulate the influence of theS11(1650). Especially the
nonresonant parameters can therefore be viewed aseffective
couplings only.

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a unitary model
meson-nucleon scattering based on theK-matrix approxima-
tion. The potential is determined by contributions of t
nucleon,I 5 1

2 , 3
2 resonances, and meson exchanges in tht

channel. Effective Lagrangians are used to describe the
plings and form factors are taken into account at the vertic

Within this approach we are able to describe all data
the reactionspN→pN, pN→ppN, p2p→hn, andp2p
→K0L with the same set of parameters. The explicit inc
sion of hN and KL final states enables us to extract t

FIG. 17. Influence of theS11(1650) on thepN→hN ampli-
tudes. Shown is the real part ofS11 for the K-matrix calculation
using KA84-pt with ~solid line! and without ~dashed line! the
S11(1650). For comparison we also show theT-matrix result~dot-
ted line! using the same parameters.
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decays of the resonances more reliably than by just using
pN inelasticities. Our couplings and branching ratios are
good agreement with the values found in other calculati
for the resonances coupling strongly to thepN channel and
show only minor deviations for the weakly coupling state
The pole positions and residues have been estimated
found to also be in good agreement with other results. F
ther work is clearly needed to analytically continue theT
matrix into the complex energy plane to locate the resona
poles more reliably. Nevertheless, we have shown tha
effective Lagrangian ansatz is capable of describing
coupled channel dynamics adequately.

To estimate the systematic error in the determination
resonance parameters, we have performed six diffe
analyses:~i! thepN PWA KA84 and SM95 were used as a
input, and~ii ! the fits were done with three different comb
nations of form factors. We have found that we can rep
duce the KA84 data somewhat better than the SM95 PW
mainly because the latter is an energy-independent solu
and exhibits larger scattering of the datapoints than
KA84 PWA.

One of the most important features of our analysis is t
the nonresonant background is consistently generated
Feynman diagrams and thus the number of free paramete
reduced considerably. Furthermore, the background is
determined independently for each partial wave. In the
this leads to a smallerrNN coupling than usual. In order to
circumvent this problem one would have to modify ther
contribution to obtain a Regge-like behavior. The sma
coupling of ther in turn influences the masses and couplin
of the resonances, especially for theP33(1232) and the
D13(1520). Except for therNN coupling, we find that the
other nucleon-meson couplings are reasonable and stabl
tween the different fits.

A point of special interest is theS11(1535) due to its large
hN-decay width. The extraction of accurate couplings wo
be very helpful. Unfortunately, we find a large systema
uncertainty coming from the uncertainty with respect to
form factors. Especially the mass of the resonance is not
constrained by the availablep2p→hn data. Since all fits
and models describe the available data~see Fig. 11!, only
new measurements would help to clarify the situation.
search for a resonance pole of theS11(1535) within our ap-
proach would be very valuable in order to understand
nature of this resonance.

The z parameters of the spin-3
2 resonances have been i

vestigated systematically. For theI 5 1
2 case, these paramete

exhibit large systematic errors and cannot be determi
very accurately because the large number of resonances
open channels smear out the off-shell contributions. Acco
ingly, the fits are more stable for theI 5 3

2 resonances. The
values forzp of the D that we find are in good agreeme
with those from previous analyses.

Our results indicate that a better fit to thepN data could
be possible with the use of form factors that are not symm
ric around the resonance position. Especially for the sp3

2

cases a significant improvement might be achieved wit
functional form closer to the usual dipoles. This needs to
investigated in more detail.

The accuracy of the extracted parameters is limi
mostly because of the poor quality of thehN andKL data.
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From these data the corresponding partial widths canno
determined to better than' 10–20 MeV. The resonanc
positions carry the same error. New measurements could
prove the situation, but at the same time a better underst
ing of the differences between thepN and theppN PWA is
needed.

As already pointed out, another possible source of inf
mation is the photoproduction of mesons. Especially for
case ofh production high-quality data are available fro
recent measurements@38#. A combined analysis of the had
ronic and electromagnetic reaction channels might
stricter limits on the resonance parameters.
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APPENDIX A: EXTRACTION OF PARTIAL-WAVE
AMPLITUDES

In this appendix we derive the relations between
Feynman matrix elements and the partial-wave decomp
tion of the meson-nucleon scattering. For thepN case these
relations are well known and given in standard textboo
@26,21#. We use the metric of Bjorken and Drell in the fo
lowing @27#. p, p8, q, andq8 denote the four-momenta of th
initial and final hadrons and the initial and final mesons.
p8, q, and q8 are the corresponding absolute values of
three-momentap, p8, q, q8.

1. Mesons of equal parity

If both initial and final mesons have the same parity, t
Feynman amplitude for meson nucleon scattering is given
@Q5(q1q8)/2 is the average of the meson momenta#

Mf i5ū~p8,s8!~A1BQ” !u~p,s!. ~A1!

In terms of Pauli spinors the scattering amplitude, on
other hand, can be written as@26#

F5Ã1B̃s•p̂8s•p̂, p̂5
p

p
, p̂85

p8

p8
, ~A2!

with the well-known decomposition

F5
1

Aqq8
(
l 50

`

@ lTl 21~ l 11!Tl 1#Pl

1 i s•~ p̂3p̂8!@Tl 12Tl 2#Pl8 ,

Tl 65
Aqq8

2 E
21

1

dcosu @ÃPl~cosu!1B̃Pl 6~cosu!#.

~A3!

The relation between the amplitudesA andB and their coun-
terpartsÃ and B̃ can be derived by inserting the explic
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representation of the spinors andg matrices in Eq.~A1!.
Taking into account the different masses of the initial a
final mesons leads to

Ã5
A~E81m8!~E1m!

8pAs
@A1B~As2m̄!#,

B̃52
A~E82m8!~E2m!

8pAs
@A2B~As1m̄!#,

m̄5
m81m

2
. ~A4!

2. Mesons with different parity

For scattering of mesons with different parity the starti
point is

Mf i5ū~p8,s8!g5~A1BQ” !u~p,s!,

F5Ãs•p̂81B̃s•p̂, ~A5!

with the same decomposition~A3! as in the equal-parity
case. An analogous calculation yields the relations betw
A,B and Ã,B̃:

Ã52
A~E82m8!~E1m!

8pAs
@A1B~As1]m!#,

B̃5
A~E81m8!~E2m!

8pAs
@A2B~As2]m!#,

]m5
m82m

2
. ~A6!

3. Isospin decomposition

For theI 51 mesonsp andz we start from the standar
projection operators@21#

P1/25
1

3
~12t–t!,

P3/25
1

3
~21t–t!, ~A7!

with the matrix elements (a,b5p,z)

^bj uP1/2uai&5
1

3
t jt i ,

^bj uP3/2uai&5d j i 2
1

3
t jt i , ~A8!

in a Cartesian basis. With the help of this all possible re
tions can be written as

^bj uTbauai&5
1

3
t jt iTba

1/21S d j i 2
1

3
t jt i DTba

3/2 ~A9!

or explicitly as
d

en

-

^b1pua1p&5Tba
3/2,

^b2pua2p&5
1

3
~Tba

3/212Tba
1/2!,

^b2pua0n&5
A2

3
~Tba

3/22Tba
1/2!,

•••,

with the factors being the corresponding Clebsch-Gordan
efficients.

For the pureI 5 1
2 reactions involvingp andz the projec-

tor is usually taken to beP1/25t @21#. This choice has the
disadvantage that it does not agree with the Clebsch-Go
coefficients for the different reactions channels. Theref
we choose instead (a5p,z, b5h,k)

^buP1/2uai&5
21

A3
t i ,

^buTbauai&5
21

A3
t iTba

1/2. ~A10!

This has no influence on the calculated quantities, since
the end we convert our amplitudes to the normal convent

APPENDIX B: OBSERVABLES

For completeness we also list the formulas need for c
culating the different observables from the partial waves.Pl

and Pl8 denote the Legendre polynomials and their deriv
tives.

Total cross sectionss:

s5
4p

q2 (
l 50

l max

@~ l 11!uT̃l 1u21 l uT̃l 2u2#. ~B1!

Differential cross sectionsds/dV and final state polariza
tions P:

f 5
1

q (
l 50

l max

@~ l 11!T̃l 11 l T̃ l 2#Pl ,

g5
1

q
sin u (

l 50

l max

~ T̃l 12T̃l 2!Pl8,

ds

dV
5u f u21ugu2,

ds

dV
P522 Im~ f * g!. ~B2!

Here T̃l 6 denotes the partial-wave amplitude for a spec
reaction. It is given as a sum over the contributing isos
channels:

T̃l 65(
I

pITl 6
I . ~B3!

The factorspI can be determined from Eqs.~A9! and~A10!.
Inelastic cross sections inel :
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s inel5
4p

q2
@ Im~T!2uTu2#pN

a . ~B4!

APPENDIX C: COUPLING CONSTANTS AND DECAY
WIDTHS

In this appendix we list the formulas for the decay widt
as calculated from the Lagrangians given in Sec. IV B. H
p denotes the three-momentum of the meson and nucl
andEN andEw the nucleon and meson energy, respective

p5
A@s2~mN1mw!2#@s2~mN2mw!2#

2As
,

EN5Ap21mN
2 , Ew5Ap21mw

2. ~C1!

For spin-12 resonances we have, for PS coupling,
ly,

E.
a-
g

n-

,

r
d

ng

.

sc
e
n,
:

G65ISO
gwNR

2

4p
p

EN7mN

As

and, for PV coupling,

G65ISO
gwNR

2

4p~mR6mN!2
p

3
2Ew~ENEw1p2!2mw

2~EN6mN!

As
. ~C2!

The upper sign corresponds to decays of resonances into
sons with opposite parity@e.g.,P11(1440)→pN#; the lower
sign holds if both have the same parity@e.g., S11(1535)
→pN#. ISO is the isospin factor; it is equal to 3 for deca
into mesons with isospin one, and 1 otherwise.

Spin-32 resonances:

G65
gwNR

2

12pmp
2

p3
EN6mN

As
. ~C3!

Again, the upper sign is used if the resonance and meson
of opposite parity.
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